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We watched; we waited; we envied. Since the beginning of , Europe has been enjoying a i
successor-called the i-that boasts a stronger, more refined inline-six engine, while North
American enthusiasts have had to remain content with the previous version. Not that the i is an
underpowered car; we've dealt out plenty of praise for its quick-revving inline-six over the past
few years. With excellent handling, precise steering, and a high fun factor, the i is like a sports
car in stealthy clothing. It may seem content with day-to-day commuting, business lunches, and
trips to the mall, but in its heart, it yearns to be unleashed on a winding backcountry road; the
twistier, the better. Yet, despite its many attributes, one area in which the i falls short is in
low-end, hard-launching, tire-burning torque. It's the most obvious chink in the i's performance
armor, and precisely what the new i tackles head-on. Fortunately, the i is now available at BMW
dealers in three flavors: sedan, coupe, and convertible. Don't look for any dramatic styling
changes, though: The i retains the i's body and interior styling, verbatim. Ditto for the chassis
elements. Aside from new badging on the trunklid and a couple of new interior features, all the
real action is under the hood. Replacing the familiar 2. This is the same six used in BMW's new
i. While horsepower is up only marginally-from to the real difference the 2. The torque comes on
low, already mustering pound-feet by the rpm mark, and sustaining an ample supply of thrust
through rpm. This gives the i a stronger off-the-line launch and better response for highway
passing and hill climbing. In addition, on a recent test drive in Germany, the i remained
confidently stable and controlled during autobahn blitzes right up to its electronically limited
mph top speed. In addition to the increased displacement, the 2. Among the improvements are
lighter connecting rods and valve-train components, more-precisely balanced camshafts,
modified intake and exhaust manifolds, dual oxygen sensors for improved emissions and
exhaust-flow control, and a dual-pipe muffler with electronically controlled valves to control
low-frequency noise without compromising power. While the European version gets an
aluminum block, which trims about 70 pounds in weight, BMW claims that high sulphur content
in some American fuel formulations requires that North American models retain the cast-iron
crankcase similar to that in the i. The sum total of these modifications is an inline-six that,
besides offering a welcome dose of oomph, is smooth and civilized in most driving situations.
Only above about rpm does a little very little buzz creep into the shifter and pedals. Noise is well
controlled, with a nicely tuned exhaust note providing just the right touch of sportiness. The 2.
Making the i even more attractive is the fact that base prices have stayed relatively in line with
last year's models. With its quicker acceleration and better response, the new 2. In effect, it
brings the power delivery closer to the level of the car's other driving-tuned elements,
broadening the overall performance envelope. It's the next best thing to an M3. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Rik Paul writers. Axle ratio 3. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Your BMW was manufactured with different tire sizes. To determine the best tire size for your
specific BMW i, we first need to determine your rim size. Please review the information below.
Check your existing tires. Your BMW i's rim size is the number to the right of the R. In the
example pictured here, the tire size fits inch rims. The original tire size for your BMW i is listed
below. Tap on the box to view a color-coded explanation of your BMW i's' tire size. A
color-coded explanation of the BMW i's tire size is shown below. In this case, the sidewall
height works out to be millimeters. This letter denotes how your tire was constructed. This tire
has a load index of 91, which means it's capable of carrying a load of pounds kg or less. A
higher number means the tire can carry more weight. A lower number means the opposite. A
higher speed becomes dangerous. A tire's speed class is less specific than the speed rating.
How to Determine Rim Size Check your existing tires. Rim Size Selection Now that you know
your rim size, make a selection below to filter your results. Select a Rim Size Inch Inch. This
number indicates that your tire has a width of millimeters. The tire size was designed to fit rims
or wheels that are 15 inches in diameter. The tire size was designed to fit rims or wheels that are
16 inches in diameter. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. All
parts we sell through eBay Motors come with a Hassle Free day money back guarantee. The day
period starts when you take possession of the part. In the event a part sold with a warranty fails
to operate within the warranty period we will replace the part s with a functionally equivalent
part or refund the part purchase price. Warranty does not cover labor, towing, car rental, or
additional parts and fluids. We accept immediate payment using PayPal only. Sales Tax will be
applied to all orders shipped to the state of Washington, Nevada and California. If you have a
resale certificate please contact us for redemption instructions prior to your purchase. Images
shown may be of the item sold or the vehicle the part is being pulled from. Please message us
prior to ordering if you have any questions about color match or fitment. We will be happy to
help! Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.

Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information bandrauto Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make
Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Central
Point, Oregon, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. Estimated between Sat. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save
with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get
the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close this window and add these
items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window
or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the
resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to
My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This
part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops,
something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information
contained in this table have been provided by bandrauto. Powered by Frooition. All Categories.
All Items. Dealer programming may be required. Please contact with any questions prior to
purchasing! Other options may be available by calling or emailing prior to making your
purchase. Please no PO Box. Pick up at our facilities is available. Please email us prior to your
purchase to arrange pick up. Please allow days for delivery, longer for International orders.
Most areas in the US are within 5 days. No Expedited shipping is available. If an item arrives
damaged, please contact us within 48 hours for instructions. Returns Full refunds not offered
on items not returned in their original condition. Please message us with purchase concerns
before pursuing return. No refund on deposits or unwanted special order parts or special "cut"
items. If you have an issue with an item please message us for details within the day period. If
the item was not as described in the listing we will replace it FREE of charge or refund your full
purchase price. If you ordered the wrong part then original shipping charges and return
shipping charges are not refunded. Payments We accept immediate payment using PayPal only.
Fitment Images shown may be of the item sold or the vehicle the part is being pulled from.
Helpful Links. This listing is currently undergoing maintenance, we apologise for any
inconvenience caused. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has
not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Donor Vehicle. International Priority Shipping. Would you like to
sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip

to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

